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Abstract: When it comes to relying on cloud computing, security and privacy has always been a serious concern. Replacing cloud
computing with traditional means of computing is a huge risk especially for enterprises which value security the most. Due to the
resource sharing nature of cloud and diverse groups of users, restricting access to resources appears to be the only way to protect
information against unauthorized access. Allowing activities of legitimate users, requires a selective restriction of access to resources
which can be enforced through an appropriate access control mechanism. In this paper, we will compare different access control
models that are used in cloud computing namely Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Role Based
Access Control (RBAC) and Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) and discuss the limitations of each model.
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1. Introduction
One of the major reasons why enterprises are moving
towards cloud computing is the fact that it enables access to
the services and resources regardless of your geographical
location. If an employee is far away from his office, he could
still be able to access their files and catch up with their work.
This however, leaves cloud computing potentially vulnerable.
If an employee cloud remotely access their files from any
location using internet, so could a hacker. Hence, using
access control is quite necessary to make sure that only the
right people have access to the right resources. Access
control can be enforced by denying access unauthorized users
or a group of users and setting well-defined limits on the
access that is provided to the authorized users. There are a
variety of access control models designed to serve this
purpose. This paper will analyze some of the most common
access control models used today. One of these models is
known as Discretionary Access Control (DAC) which grants
or restrict objects (resources) to the subjects (users). In this
model the object‟s access policies are determined by the
object‟s owner. A well-known example of this model can be
seen in UNIX file mode which defines the read, write and
execution permissions for the users. Another access control
model that will be discussed is Mandatory Access Control
(MAC). This model is generally more secure than DAC and
that is because it assigns sensitivity labels on both the
information and the users and ensures that the users have
access only to that data for which they have a clearance.
Role-based Access Control (R-BAC) on the other hand, has
become the predominant model for advanced access control.
Unlike the other two models, R-BAC grants access
permissions based on the role of the users within the
organization which leads to a much less complication
regarding user assignments. R-BAC seems to fulfill the need
of many organizations and enterprises. Last but not least, this
paper will discuss another access control model called
Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC). This model offers a

highly flexible method by determining access policies based
on the attributes of the entities (subject and object). More
details will be provided on each of these models including
their limitations in this paper.

2. Access Control Models
2.1 Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
Discretionary access control or DAC provides the resource
access for the users in diverse access level according to the
user‟s identity [1]. In DAC the users can give authority to
other users to access certain resources but assigning and
giving privileges is only done by the administrative policy.
Overriding the policies is also done by the policy
administrator and the users are not allowed to define the
usage of resources [2]. Based on the user‟s identity and
authorization, a set of permissions are granted to the user
who has requested a particular resource [3]. Each resource or
object is connected with either an Access Control List (ACL)
or Access Control Matrices (ACM). An ACL consist of a list
of users or groups along with a set of objects to which the
users have different levels of access [4]. Access control
matrices on the other hand, characterizes the rights of each
subject with respect to every object in the system. Figure 1
shows a simple example of access control matrices.

Figure 1: Example of ACM
DAC is not normally used for environments which do not
require a high level of security due to the fact that it is less
secure that the other access control models [5]. DAC is
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mostly used in commercial operating systems namely UNIX
and Windows base platforms [6].
2.1.1 Disadvantages of DAC
Global Policy:
One of the problems with DAC is its inability of ensuring
consistency and that is because the access control policies
that the users decide on their resources are global policies.
Malicious Software/Programs
DAC is unable to detect malicious software or programs such
as Trojan Houses which might lead to exploitation of user‟s
authorization.
Information Flow
Due to the huge exchange of information in cloud
environment, there might be multiple copies of a particular
data in different objects. This makes the data available to the
users who are not authorized to access the original copy.

System Management
MAC requires a high system management as it needs preset
planning in order to effectively implement it.
Information secrecy
Although MAC uses a multi-level security layer, it does not
guarantee complete secrecy of the information. An
unclassified subject for instance can write into confidential,
secret or top secret objects and may possibly lead to
improper modification of objects.
2.3 Role Based Access Control (R-BAC)
In Role Based Access Control (R-BAC) [12] [13] the access
permissions are associated with the role of the users and each
user is assigned to a set of different permissions. The roles
assigned to the users can be easily reassigned [14]. Roles can
also grant new permissions or can be revoked from
permissions as per need of organizations. The role of the user
acts as a layer that links the user with a set of permissions.

2.2 Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
In Mandatory Access Control (MAC) [7] the access to the
objects or resources is determined based on security levels.
These security levels are set up and managed by the system
administrator and based on the sensitivity of the information
in the object [8]. The users and the objects are assigned to
one of the security levels and when a user attempts to access
a certain object, the system checks whether the security level
of the user and the object matches or not. If it does, it allows
the access and if it does not it will deny the access.

Figure 3: Example of R-BAC
The main difference between R-BAC and the other two
models (DAC, MAC) is that R-BAC grants permissions to a
group of users who share the same role rather than to each
individual user. This makes R-BAC greatly simple when it
comes to managing permissions [14]. Another main feature
of R-BAC is its hierarchical structure of roles within an
organization meaning a role can inherit permissions from
other roles [15]. Fig. 4. Shows an example of role hierarchy
in R-BAC.

Figure 2: Example of MAC
MAC in comparison to DAC, provides a more secure model
for any commercial organizations in which security is more
valued than integrity. A multi-level security model, proposed
by Bell and LaPadula (1973), makes DAC resilient to Trojan
horse attacks [9]. This multi-level security model offered by
[10] enforces a secure access control by holding two
properties, no-read-up and no-write-down [11]. Using these
properties, the resources will remain confidential as they
restrict users to access certain objects. DAC is mostly
practiced by military and intelligence agencies and not by
organizations in which a dynamic changes of policy is
demanded.
2.2.1 Disadvantages of MAC
Dynamic Alteration
Security policies in MAC does not support dynamic
alteration due to the restrictions on the user access.

Figure 4: Example of Role Hierarchy
2.3.1 Disadvantages of R-BAC
Role Explosion
Increasing the number of users in R-BAC results in requiring
various dimensions associated with the rules such as
environmental constraints. For example if an employee can
book a meeting room then we can set a permission as „Book
Meeting Room‟ and assign it to the role of employee but
since there is no time or location defined we therefore need
to create additional roles to fulfill this rule. In this case, the
number of roles may exceed the number of users which
makes it difficult to manage.
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Dynamic Environment
R-BAC is not suited for dynamic environments because the
roles are statically assigned to the users. Therefore it is
difficult to change the access rights of the user without
changing the role of that user [16] [17].
Fine Grained Results
While modern requirements are increasingly fine grained,
RBAC remains somewhat coarse grained [18]
2.4 Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC)
As the name suggests, Attribute Based Access Control
(ABAC) set permissions based the identity [19]. In ABAC
access decisions are made according to the attributes of the
user, attributes of the resources and the environmental
conditions [19] [20] [21].
User Attributes: attributes of the subject of the system
which may include name, age, office number, role, job title,
security clearance, home address, date hired, etc.
Object Attributes: attributes of the resources of the system
such as author, date created, size, last modified, file type,
security level and so on.
Environmental Attributes: Attributes associated with the
current state of the system‟s environment. For example, time,
date, number of users logged in, free space, CPU usage, and
so on.
Unlike the traditional access control models where the
mutual assignment of roles, ownership or security labels were
constructed by the system administrator [21], the access
policies in ABAC are created based upon attributes in the
system. ABAC is considered a dynamic model and is better
suited for cloud environment since the access to resources is
performed during the runtime. ABAC also removes the need
for manual intervention when authorizing users for certain
roles or security levels which leads to less complex
administration in case of a large number of users. The
functionality of ABAC model is shown in figure 5.

specific and limited to a particular use case (e.g., web
services) [21].
2.4.1 Disadvantages of ABAC
Hierarchical ABAC
Unlike RBAC, most ABAC models do not support the role
hierarchy. This gives ABAC a less simplistic administration,
both in terms of role engineering and reviewability of
existing role-based policies.
Separation of Duties
Separation of duties (SoD) or segregation of duties is the
notation of requiring more than one person to complete a task
in order to prevent error and fraud within an organization. In
R-BAC, SOD is applied through static SoD where users are
not permitted to be assigned conflicting roles and through
dynamic SoD, where users are not permitted to activate
conflicting roles in the system. ABAC, however, lacks this
key feature.
Low Expressiveness
Using ABAC model, if multiple organizations agree on a
common set of standardized attributes, this would raise the
problem of low expressiveness for representing the subjects
and objects, therefore it losing the advantages of the flexible
and dynamic ABAC functionality [22].

3. Discussion
Table 1: Comparison of access control models
Access
Control
Advantages
Models
DAC  Data integrity

MAC

 Flexibility

RBAC  Authorization
management
 Hierarchical roles
 Separation of
duties
 Least privileges
ABAC  Supports dynamic
environments

Disadvantages
• Does not support dynamic
alteration
• Requires a high system
management
• Global policy
• Malicious software/programs
• Information flow
• Role explosion
• Not preferred in dynamic
environment
• Not possible to change
access rights without
changing the roles
• Hierarchical ABAC
• Separation of Duties
• Low Expressiveness

A brief comparison of different access control models has
been illustrated in table 1.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 5: Example of Role Hierarchy
In spite of all the flexibilities, yet there is no standard
foundational model for ABAC. There exist a large number of
ABAC models, most of which however, have been domain

In this paper, different models of access control namely
Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access
Control (MAC), Role Based Access Control (R-BAC) and
Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) along with their
limitations with respect to cloud computing environment
were analyzed. We discussed that ABAC could be replaced
by the traditional access control models, however, there exist
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a number of areas which could require further research in
order to standardize this model to provide a more efficient
and accurate management.
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